Tough Strut
Protective Systems

►

Secondary Precautionary Strut for Air, Mechanical, and
Select Hydraulic Dock Levelers from Systems, Inc.

►

Secure to the Frame of the Leveler

►

Helps Provide Additional Support to the Leveler During
Maintenance

►

Adjust the Positioning of the Strut in Each Direction

►

Holds Dock Levelers with Comparative Industry Rating
(CIR) of up to 55,000 lbs

►

Vertical Adjustment in 1 Inch Increments

►

Structural Steel Construction

►

Made in the USA

Tough Strut
Protective Systems

The Tough Strut is securely fastened to the dock frame and
can be conveniently adjusted in any direction.

Maintenance is a necessary part of keeping dock
levelers in working condition. Safety should be a priority
at any loading dock. Numerous safety precautions
should be taken while working in the dock pit.
The Tough Strut is a secondary means to support air,
mechanical and select hydraulic levelers from Systems,
Inc. during maintenance. Built with durable structural
steel, the Tough Strut is designed as a backup to the lip
and maintenance props that are provided on the dock
leveler itself.
Once the leveler is raised and the leveler’s props are in
place, secure the Tough Strut to the leveler’s frame and
adjust the height and positioning to maintain a secure
placement on the leveler. Then if there’s ever a fault
with the leveler’s props, the Tough Strut will be there to
help prevent the leveler and it’s lip from falling or being
forced down.

Shown on a CentraAir Series dock leveler, the Tough Strut
will help provide safety at the loading dock by adding another
means for additional support to air or mechanical levelers
during maintenance.

Includes an additional insert to accommodate
select Systems Inc hydraulic levelers.
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